Subthreshold depression and cognitive impairment but not demented in stroke patients during their rehabilitation.
Subthreshold depression (sD) and cognitive impairment but not demented (CIND) in stroke patients are associated with poorer rehabilitative outcomes. Their diagnosis can easily be operationalized using validated scales. The aim of the study was to ascertain the prevalence of depressive symptoms and cognitive impairment in stroke patients during three crucial stages of the rehabilitative process, viz. upon admission, upon planned discharges from rehabilitation hospitals and at 6 months post-stroke, using validated scales like the Geriatric Depression Scale and Abbreviated Mental Test (recommended by the British Geriatric Society). Their baseline risk factors were also ascertained. On admission, the prevalence of depressive symptoms and cognitive impairment was 60% and 54% respectively. The prevalence upon planned discharges and 6 months post-stroke, respectively, of depressive symptoms was 38% and 34% and that of impaired cognition was 33% and 40%. Baseline independent correlates at 6 months post-stroke depressive symptoms were: recurrent stroke (OR 3.34); on admission cognitive impairment (OR 4.78) and ADL dependence (OR 5.28). And that of cognitive impairment were: increasing age (OR 8.07); post-stroke dysphagia (OR 4.58); on admission cognitive impairment (OR 23.95) and on admission depressive symptoms (OR 3.50). Continuous screening and appropriate intervention, especially at baseline, would significantly decrease the burden posed by stroke patients with such psychological impairments in the community.